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Comedian Rozarina Larsen Explores the Quest for Coolness and Finding Authenticity in New

Stand-Up Show, "White Fishing"

[Edinburgh, UK] - What does it take to be cool? For comedian Rozarina Larsen, growing up in

the Eighties meant turning to pop culture icons like Madonna and Brooke Shields, as well as

products like whitening cream and menthol cigarettes, in search of the elusive answer. But in

her new stand-up show, "White Fishing," Rozarina reflects on her journey to adulthood and the

realization that true coolness and authenticity cannot be bought.

"White Fishing" is a work-in-progress comedy that sees Rozarina getting real with herself and

her idols as she examines her obsession with whiteness and explores what it means to be true

to oneself. From Madonna to Mother Theresa to Marie Kondo, Rozarina takes a hilarious and

sometimes not-so-woke journey through her identity crisis, offering insights into the challenges

of finding authenticity in a world that prizes conformity.

"I wanted to create a show that would be funny and relatable, but also explore deeper themes

about identity and belonging," Rozarina said. "As an Asian teenager in the Eighties, I was

bombarded with messages about what it means to be cool, and it took me years to realize that

the key to being cool is just being yourself."

"White Fishing" is Rozarina's second solo stand-up show, following her Europe tour debut,

Asian Persuasion." With her signature wit and insight, Rozarina uses humor to examine the

complexities of modern life, from the pressure to conform to societal norms to the challenges of

finding one's place in a rapidly changing world.

The show is a work in progress, so audiences can expect to see Rozarina experimenting with

new material and trying out different comedic styles. "I'm excited to see where this show takes

me," Rozarina said. "Comedy is all about exploring new ideas and pushing boundaries, and I

can't wait to share my journey with audiences."



"White Fishing '' is showcasing at the Free Edinburgh Fringe Festival, 23 - 27 August at the

Laughing House Ballroom. Showtime is at 11:30am. Tickets are available now at

www.rozarina.com, and audiences are encouraged to come prepared to laugh, learn, and reflect

on their own quest for authenticity.

For more information, please contact Rozarina Larsen at info@rozarina.com

About Rozarina Larsen:
Rozarina Larsen is a rising star in the comedy world, known for her sharp wit and incisive social

commentary. With a background in theater and improv, Rozarina has quickly become a fan

favorite in the local comedy scene, and "White Fishing" promises to be her most ambitious

project yet. Drawing on her personal experiences and observations, Rozarina offers a fresh and

funny take on the complexities of modern life, reminding us that sometimes the key to being

cool is just being ourselves.


